**Selected Grants**


2013-2014  University Research Committee, Baylor University, to fund “Conceptualizing Climate Change in Rural Belize: Local Perceptions of Climate Variability and Associated Risk.” [$7500]

2012  Gus C. Glasscock, Jr., Endowed Fund for Excellence in Environmental Science to support “A Quantitative and Qualitative Agroecological Assessment of a Community in the Nyakach Region of Western Kenya.” [$2500]


2007-2009  NOAA Climate Change Program to support “From Vulnerability to Resilience: Helping People and Communities Cope with Climate Crisis” [$237,990]

2007  Gus C. Glasscock, Jr., Endowed Fund for Excellence in Environmental Science to support “An Evaluation of Local Participation as a Critical Ingredient to Successful Development Projects.” [$12,045]

2006  Global Wallace Fund to support “An Evaluation of Local Community Participation in effective and sustainable management of Protected Areas in Belize.” [$25,000]

2005  Protected Area Conservation Trust (PACT) fund (Belize) to support “Empowering Local Communities for Self Targeted Development.” [$101,157]

2005  Gus C. Glasscock, Jr., Endowed Fund for Excellence in Environmental Sciences to support “Appropriate Development of Protected Areas: Empowering Local Communities in Belize for Self-Targeted Development.” [$7,432]


1999  National Science Foundation to support the pilot study: “The Impact of Ecotourism on Household Livelihood Security in Belize and Costa Rica.” [$29,298]